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Rotating-frame imaging with the mathematically well-defined, non-constant magnetic field

gradient of toroid cavity detectors represents a new tecliiiqw to evaluate dilliusion in solids,

fluids. or mixed-phase systems. While conventional M methods to measure diffbsion

utilize constant magnetic field gradients and, therefore, constant k-space wave numbers

across the sample volume, the hyperbolic B1 fields of toroid cavity detectors exhibit large

ranges of wave numbers radiaIly distributed around the central conductor. As a

consequence, sigrud amplitudes decay depending on the radial distance fkom the center axis

of the torus. Applying a numerical finite-difference procedure to solve partial differential

transport equations makes it possible not only to determine diffhsion in toroid detectors to a

high precision but aIso to include and accurately reproduce transpoti phenomena at or

through singularities, such as phase transitions, membranes or impermeable boundaries.
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x.2 IV. Flow and Diffision

X.1 Introduction

The d&2sion measurements introduced here are based on rotating-frame irna~”ng (MI),

i.e., B1-gradient imaging, first introduced by HouIt [1]. In rotating-fi~e imaging, spatial

resolution is obtained from NMR spectra with incrementally increasing pulse widths. Mer a

two-dimensional Fourier transformation, nutation frequencies of N&fR-active nuclei are

derived versus chemical shift. Since nutation frequencies are, proportional to the 131field at

the location of a nucleus, a transformation into spatial information is easiIy conducted if the

l?l fieId distribution is known. More recent rotating-fkme imaging applications util~e the

time-saving, chemical-shift

dimensional, real Fourier

transmitter frequency.

selective rapid-imaging puke train (RIPT) [2-4], where a one-

transformation reveals an image of nuclei processing at the

A quantitative image of spin density versus distance is revealed [5], when signal-

intensities are corrected under consideration of the sample volume and the principle of

reciprocity [6].

X.1.l NIagnetization-Grating Rotating-Frame Imaging

TO extract d~fision coeff~cients of fluids, Kim.m.ichet al. [7] introduced maO~etjza:ion-

grating rotating-j%ame ima~”ng (MAGROFI) that employs constant B1 gradients of surjface

coils to create homogeneous z-magnetization gratings across a sample. The gratings are

generated by single hard pulses (preparation pulse, P1 in Fig. X.1) appIied with the same

constant gradient that is later used for recording the image (P2 in Fig. X.1). During an

evolution time z between the preparation pulse and the imaging procedure, the initial grating

decays because of T1relcmation and difision.

lf the evolution time is shorter than five times T2, undesired transversal magnetization

remains from the preparation pulse. This part of the magnetization is usually removed by

putting the pulse sequence through a transmitter phase cyciing of the preparation pulse
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versus the imaging pulses. The remaining :-grating is sin-pled by RFI and

etiract the d@sion coefficient.

x.3
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Fig. Xl: Puke sequence of the MAGROFI experinwxk In a B1 gradient the preparation puk P]
generates a z-

magnedzation grating thatj after an evolution period-c, is imaged by the rotig tie imaging procedure P2.

Fig. X2: Schematic drawing of a toroid cavity detector used for diflkion measurements with the MAGROFI

technique. The detector consists of a central conductor and a cylindrical holIow body. The sensitive volume k

confiied to the inside of the torus. Inside the detector, a z-magnetization grating generated by a single hard puke

P 1 is shown.
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Utiortunately, a single surface-coil h&4GROFI e~periment delivers ordy one data point

for a linear regression of amplitudes versus evolution time [7] or, altematively, versus k-

space wave number. Accordingly, many MAGROFI experiments with different evolution

times or dtierent preparation pulse widt~ respectively, must be recorded to determine a

single diffbsion coefficient.

X.1.2 Imaging Diffusion in Toroid Cavity Detectors

The MAGROFI experiment can also be appIied to the non-constant gradients of coaxitd

toroid ca”ty defectors @g. X.2) [8].

0
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Fig. X.3: MAGROFI experiment in a toroid cavily detector. The wave number of the asymmetric magnetization

grating is large near the central conductor and drops of with increasing radial distance. Experimental data (hollow

circles) from a chloroform solution are compared to the analysis based on analytical propagation equations (solid

line). Dif&ive edge enhancement is visible at the central conductor (lowerdetailed plot).
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However, as a consequence of the hyperbolic 131field of toroids (Bl = Ah, where A is a

proportionality constant (torus factot), and r is the radial distance from the long axis of the

torus), the wave number of the grating changes continuously with the radius. Difision

causes a fast decay of the grating, where the wave number is high and a slow decay, where

it is small (Fig. X.3). In contrast, the form of the grating either symmetric or asymmetric,

does not effect T1 relaxation that uniformly returns z-magnetization to Bolizrnann

equilibrium. Because of the large range of wave numbers exhibited in toroid detectors, a

singIe RFI experiment is sufficient to extract difision coefficients from three-parameter

computer fits ofpropagation equations [8], refining Tl, D, and I (i.e., longitudinal relaxation

time, difision coefficient and signal amplitude, respectively). Additionally, because 131

gradients in toroid cavity detectors are very “clean”, i.e., mathematically well-defined, and

very strong, difision coefficients are extracted to a high precision.

X.2 Partial Differential Transport Equations

Fickk j7rst and second law of dijfksion are basic partial d~Jerentia! equations to’ &@ze

isotropic transport of matter because of Brownian motion. For z-magnetization gratings

generated by MAGROFI experiments, Fick’s equations can be solved analytically if the

gradient is strictly constant, the sample expands everdy perpendicular to the gradient, and

contains no singularities along the gradient. Furthermore, the difision coefficient must be

independent of concentration and space. Therefore, the analysis of experimental data with

analytical solutions is limited to homogeneous samples remote from the walls of the sample

container. Phenomena that occur at singularities, such as phase transitions, membranes or

impermeable boundaries (e.g. dlj$$tisiveedge enhancement [9], Fig. X.3), must be analyzed

by numerical approaches.
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The decay of magnetization by difision represents a open-ended propagation problem

that starts with an initial condition, i.e., the initial grating generated by the preparation pulse.

Additionally, impermeable boundaries (the walls of the sample container) or other known

singularities con.6ne the spatial range of analysis.

X.2.1 Finite-Difference Approach .

If the time progress of a fi.mctionrdi~ with complex boundary conditions cannot be followed

with analytical equations, finite-dlflerence calculations are commonly used to numerically

solve propagation problems [10]. In a finite-difference procedure, data points of an initial

condition are repeatedly advanced by finite time steps until the experimental data set is

matched to a maximum likelihood. Thereafter, the transport parameter or functionality is

evaluated from the number and width of time steps.

Applying Finite-Differences to Magnetization Gratings

To amdyze MAGROF1 experiments with finite differences in time and space, every

experimental data location is progressed by finite time steps starting from the initial grating.

For each locatio~ the change of magnetization density is estimated by solving the parabolic

partial ditierential equation ~c/& = d(D@/&2, where c is the magnetization density, and x is

the spatial dimension along the B1 gradient Concentrationdependence of the d~j%sion

coefficient, the shape of the sample voIume, or singularities can all be included into the

parabolic differential equation. For example, data points remote from singularities need the

magnetization densities of the two neighboring data locations as boundary conditions. For

points adjacent to singularities, however, a boundary condition such as the impermeabili~ of

the sample container applies.

—...—.--—— ----- ... .....--— . ....—.-. ..... ....
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The maximum time step (At) that can be used without the numerical solution diverge

from She true solution is given by the Einstein-Smohichowski relation [1 1], which

determines the mean square distance a particle travels by random walk (i.e., &= WA1).

The distance Ax must not be larger than the smallest interval between two data points.

Otherwise particles would travel. flmther than from one data-point location to the next. As A

consequence, data points firther apart than the neighboring data must be included as

bound~ conditions aid higher-order partial differential equations must be solved. The

relation that limits the time step of finite-difference procedures is generally known as

Courantk condition [12].

o
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Fig. X.4: Finite-diflkrence analysis of the dtive edge enhancement at the central conductor of a toroid cavity.

The numerical simulation (solid line) matches the experimental data (open circles) even at the impermeable

singularity. A dfiion coetlicient of D = 2.16 x 109 mz S-lwas found for the chloroform sample.

Fit to Experimental data

Fig. X.4 shows the finite-difference simulation that has been fitted to experimental data by a

least-squares optimi:aiion refining Tl, D, and /. Clearly, the difisive edge enhancement is

accurately reproduced, while the analytical propagation equation can only be used to analyze

data remote from singularities (Fig. X.3). In addition, the finite-difference solution reveals
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that, in toroid detectors, grating extrema tend to shifi to smaller radii. This effect has been

observed before [8] when grating extrema decayed down to less than 10°/0 of their initial

value but is not accounted for by analytical propagation equations.

X.3 Summary

The MAGROFI technique presents a robust and versatile method to evaluate difision. If

applied with the non-constan~ mathematically well-defined and strong gradient of “toroid

cavity detectors, it reveals an excel[ent tool to measure diffhsion very precisely in a single

rotating-fhrne imaging experiment. Since the normally derived, analytical propagation

equations are limited to constant gradients and areas remote from sin=wlarities, a finite-

difference numerical procedure is required to follow the effects of difision correctly.

Furthermore, the numerical approach makes it possible to analyze difision in mixed-phase

systems and through membranes or other singularities. As an example, diflhsive edge

enhancement observed adjacent to impermeable boundaries has been reproduced accurately

by the numerical approach.
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